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To: Honorable Members of BOT
Respected Members of EC
Ladies and Gentlemen,
1. I invite all of you to be present in this very important Special Meeting proposed by Honorable Chair of BOT as
follows:
Date: 05-06-2012
Time: 2 to 6 pm
Venue: Olympic Police Station
2. Ostensibly BOT needs one Complete Voters' List.
3. I sincerely hope BOT & EC will be able to come to a conclusion that would be congenial to the Unity and
Harmony in BUFLA and in the community. I made myself very clear to BOT & EC that all 40 Members must get
voting right. I assured all proposed Members of Justice. This year they trusted that they would gain that right. I
asked respected EC members in my speech to embrace all with open mind and heart in our Opening Ceremony of
Parade on 03-31-12. This time with demonstrated alliance and love for BUFLA and the Community by joining the
Parade they deserve a favorable consideration.
4. I already made my legal arguments why and how all 40 proposed voters qualify and deserve to be EC Members
at this time. They were also listed in BUFLA brochure.
5. This time many of them saw some hope to be involved. They should not be made disappointed again.
6. I will have nothing further to add even if I could attend the meeting unless I need to travel out of town on the
date of meeting for official business. I definitely believe that the matters should be resolved by 05-06-12 as rightly
proposed by BOT. Therefore, any further delay.
7. I ask all my colleagues to be present, maintain peace, state their viewpoints, and permit BOT to get a Complete
Voters' list so it can start the Election process.
8. I thank Honorable Chair and Members of BOT for their demonstrated leadership and respected Members of EC
organizations for their support and guidance.
9. Allah will Help BUFLA with Unity and prosperity.
Respectfully,

Respectfully,

Shamsuddin Manik
President of Bangladesh Unity federation of Los Angeles

